
 Associate Order Entry Clerk

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Self-directed passionate administrative professional bringing several years of strong clerical 
experience and the ability to organize correspondence while maintaining liaison with other 
departments to ensure smooth office operations.

Skills

Computer Skills,Dedicated.

Work Experience

 Associate Order Entry Clerk
ABC Corporation  March 2007 – June 2010 
 Identified and resolved issues related to orders that may have impacted operations.
 Assisted in making necessary edits and changes to new and existing orders.
 Maintained the integrity of updated or initial input of information entered for use within the 

order entry system.
 Assisted customers with billing footage or issues pertaining to work orders via email and 

telephone.
 Managed the receptionist area, including greeting visitors and responding to telephone and 

in-person requests for information.
 Maintained the front desk and reception area in a neat and organized fashion.
 Printed and reviewed report generated to ensure the customers billing and shipping 

information, parts and prices were correct.

Order Entry Clerk
ABC Corporation  2002 – 2007 
 Entered personal checks into customer accounts by computer and averaged 800 checks an 

hour.
 Updated and verified e-mail addresses from all customers who submitted an e-mail address.
 Opened and organized mail and made sure each went to the proper department.
 Provided an elevated customer experience to generate a loyal clientele.
 Bagged, boxed or gift-wrapped sold merchandise per customers request.
 Recipient of multiple positive reviews acknowledging dedication to excellent customer 

service..
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your current role.

Education

Certificate of completion in Medical Insurance - (Modern Technology College - North Hollywood, 
CA)
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